
QUICK FILTER PROCESS: Filter individual  
vats on the fly in about 4 minutes with easy  
one-button request/confirm. 

AUTO TOP-OFF: Sensor-activated Oil Guardian™ 
automatic top-off feature replenishes oil from J-I-B. 

REMOVABLE BASKET HANGERS: Heavy-duty basket 
hangers are easy to use and built for abuse. Individual 
0.105 in. (2.7 mm) plate steel hangers located above 
each well. Removes in seconds. No tools, parts or 
fasteners to lose. 

LESS MESS: Fryer deck slopes in toward vats to keep 
drips from reaching controls and floor. Makes cleanup 
easier and floors less slippery. 

SEAMLESS LANGUAGE CHANGE: Only two key strokes 
to change language back and forth on control display. 
Great productivity enhancement for mixed-language 
crews. 

EASY-ACCESS PAN: Compact, easy-to-maneuver filter 
pan on four casters. Rolls out smoothly for normal 
cleaning, filter media change-out and oil disposal. 

COVER STORAGE (ELECTRIC MODEL ONLY): 
Convenient onboard storage for night covers with 3- 
and 4-vat electric models. Set covers inside the fryer on 
rack in the open area under left-side vats.

USER-FRIENDLY CONTROLS: Operator-friendly 
controls feature easy-to-read display, larger text size 
and larger, more separated touch keys. 
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Easy Operation

Reliability
NO-HASSLE SERVICING: Engineered for ease of 
serviceability with clean, well-organized component 
area and easily accessible components. Parts are easy 
to change out, common ones require no tools. 

USB CONNECTION: Up front and accessible USB 
connection allows for quickly updating and transferring 
product settings or sharing fryer usage data  — making 
it easier to manage multiple fryers. 

SMOOTH CONTROL SURFACE: Sealed menu cards 
preserve smooth, protective control surface. Cards 
slide in from behind control panel leaving a smooth, 
clean surface without stickers or pockets that collect 
dirt, peel off or wear away. 
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Unique Features of the 

Evolution Elite
ELECTRIC & GAS FRYERS

• Uses 40% less oil at fill (30 lbs)

• Sensor-activated automatic top-off feature replenishes oil

• Smart Touch Filtration™ with the push of a button in fewer 
 than 4 minutes

• Energy saver mode allows automatic energy savings when 
 not cooking

The Henny Penny Evolution Elite fryer was designed to offer 

operators a way to reduce the actual cost of frying. After 

thousands of installations, we’ve learned how much operators 

appreciate some of the unique benefits you can only get with 

Evolution Elite electric or gas fryers.
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Gas Unit Pictured
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